Blatchley Middle School

6th Grade General Supplies

1 Box of Kleenex - (Please bring to office)
1 box Dixie paper cups – 5 oz (Please bring to office)
1 Trapper keeper or any 3 ring zip binder
Loose-leaf notebook paper
5 Pocket folders
24 #2 pencils (mechanical pencils are fine)
6 Erasers
10-12 Blue or Black pens (try Frixion pens)
1 box of colored pencils

SCIENCE CLASS
1 composition notebook (100 pages) for the whole year
1 handheld tape dispenser

MATH CLASS
1 composition notebook (100 pages) for the whole year

LANGUAGE ARTS
1 black composition notebook wide ruled (100 pages) for the whole year

SOCIAL STUDIES
1 spiral notebook (100 pages) for the whole year

GYM (PE lockers are assigned to students, no lock is needed)
Shorts
Extra shirt and socks
Sweatshirt
Gym shoes
deodorant

ELECTIVES:
Music – 3-ring binder (1 inch)
Art – 12 #2 pencils, 4 large erasers, art shirt

*Office does not provide or sell school supplies.*
**Please purchase separate notebooks.
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